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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, the description of a Network 

Management Package (NMP) for Packet Communication Units 

(PCUs) in a Local Area Network (LAN) is presented. The LAN 

consists of a Sytek Lo£alNet 20, a Sytek System 2000, a 

Sytek System 6000, and a Concord Data Systems Token/Net. 

The purpose of this thesis is to design and 

implement a Network Management Package for PCUs on the LAN. 

After installing the NMP software on a Personal Computer 

(PC) connected to the broadband cable plant, the NMP 

accesses and controls the local and remote PCUs on the 

networks. The communication interface software module is 

responsible for opening and closing the session between the 

PC and PCU ports. The NMP supports a set of operations which 

are used by a network manager to control and manage the 

network PCUs. The user uses the NMP integrate each PCU and 

check and set its attributes. 

The NMP was developed to run in the Computer 

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) and in the University 

of Arizona broadband cable plant. The NMP allows different 

PCUs (local or remote) to easily check and modify the PCU's 

attributes while allowing users to work on their own PCUs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Advances in technology, particulary in the 

communications and computer industry, are making it possible 

to build new tools that help manage computer networks. 

Broadband networking allows many different devices to be 

connected throughout a large area with a single coaxial 

cable. A broadband local area network (LAN) can be used to 

link sophisticated data processing equipment and can provide 

a reliable communication medium for transmitting data 

throughout a facility. Different types of terminals and 

host computers may communicate with one another through 

different kinds of interface devices like Packet 

Communication Units (PCUs). Figure 1.1 shows how a typical 

Network Management Package (NMP) interfaces to a LAN. 

Several network management controllers (or network 

managers) have been developed and used for managing typical 

network. Examples are these developments are: 

1. Sytek Network Control Center (NCC) 

2. AT&T Network Manager (NM) 

3. NOSC Tbox Analyzer (TBA) 



Personal Computer (PC) 

Network 
Management 
Package 

Packet 
Communication 
Unit 

( 

Terminal Terminal 

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM 

Other 

PC :u 

Other 
Systems 

Figure 1.1 Generic NMP Hardware Diagram 
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PCUs at the University of Arizona are managed by 

using a NCC which is designed to interact with the System 

2000 and LocaNet 20 products [Sytek NCC System Manual]. The 

NCC automates network administration, access control, name 

serving, and performance monitoring services. The NCC 

service programs are PCU Census, Database Interface, PCU 

Configuration, PCU Local Directory Configuration, Database 

Report Generation, Key Distributions, User Interface, and 

Service Program Status Display. 

For the Information Systems Network (ISN), the NM 

can do network management procedures as on the local node 

after logging in [AT&T ISN Reference Manual System 

Description]. The main functions of th NM are network 

administration and network maintenance. The network 

administration includes change/display node, 

add/change/display/remove remote, and change/report route 

table. Network manager initiated tests and nondisruptive 

periodic system tests are for the network maintenance. 

The TBA program is a Naval Ocean . Systems Center 

(NOSC) developed support tool for managers and technicians 

involved in the development, growth, maintenance, and 

integrity of Generalized Communications Backbone (GCB) LAN 

[NOSC Tool Box Analyzer Program], 

TBA provides the mechanism to communicate with any tbox that 

is connected to the GCB. The power of TBA is its ability to 
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communicate with either a single or large group of remote 

devices. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

There are Sytek LocalNet 20, Sytek System 2000, 

Sytek System 6000, and Concord Data Systems Token/Net which 

are all on a single broadband coaxial cable in the 

University of Arizona. Also, each system has a different 

kind of Network Interface Unit to the broadband cable plant. 

The LocalNet 20 Network Interface Unit is called Packet 

Communication Unit (PCU). In order to communicate properly 

among PCUs, each PCU's attributes must be set correctly. 

The problem is: How to control and manage a broadband 

networks with PCU and attributes? PCUs can change 

attributes intermittently, or on purpose by user, can not 

allow PCUs to have this ability. The advantage of using the 

Network Management Package (NMP) is that it checks and 

modifies the parameters, which need to make global change to 

attributes when refering to PCUs. There are two 

phases which concerns this thesis. During the first phase, 

an experimental package for testing and analyzing the 

feasibility and reliability of the Sytek LocalNet 20 PCU is 

installed. During the second phase, if it is valuable on 

the LocalNet 20 PCU, it will adopt this package to Sytek 

System 2000 PCU to provide multiple services and to extend 

service area. Furthermore, this package can be adopted to 
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Sytek System 6000 and Concord Data Systems Token/Net. 

1.2 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to design and 

implement a Network Management Package (NMP) in the "C" 

language on a PC connected to a broadband local area 

network. The system is composed of a LAN communications 

subnet with PCUs and a Personal Computer (PC). In order to 

communicate successfully between PCUs, the communication 

interface must open and close sessions to PCUs. There are 

several steps required to check and modify one of PCU's 

attributes. The NMP automates these steps and provides one 

step for the NM. Also, any PCUs (local or remote) can be 

called and managed from a PC with the NMP globaly. 

1.3 Approach 

PCs can be provided with facilities for 

communicating with each other or with remote host computers 

by using LAN. There are at least four types of network 

connections: those between PCs and LANs, those between PC 

and external computers, and those between PCs and various 

outside systems and services via telephone lines. Figure 

1.2 shows the connection of a PC to other PCs or host 

computers using a global bus Sytek LAN. 

In this thesis project, the NMP was designed to 

operate on the Sytek LocalNet 20. The NMP can be modified 
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Figure 1.2 The connection of PC to other PCs and 
Host Computers on the global bus 
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to operate on the Sytek System 2000,' the Sytek System 6000, 

and the Concord Data Systems (CDS) Token/Net networks. 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the network configurations among 

PCUs, ports, sessions, devices on the network, and 

addresses. 

The following functions are design requirements for 

the NMP: 

1. Application program running on PC. 

1) Control a local or remote PCU 

* LOCAL PCU : PCU which is used to connect 

to the transmission medium from user's 

device 

* REMOTE PCU : PCU which is used to access 

to the other devices after 

transmission medium 

2) Authorization or prohibition PCU commands 

3) Set attributes which permit or inhibit PCU 

commands 

4) Display status or help attributes for each PCU 

5) Set active PCU commands 

6) Modify attributes for PCU commands 

7) Build data base in NMP to store valid PCU 

information 

8) Check illegal connections of PCUs 
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2. Menu driven to guide users when making a network 

connection or operation 

3. Show various connection paths 

4. Session establishment and disconnection 

5. Data transfer between PCUs 

6. Session status report 

After testing the NMP on the PC through the Sytek 

LocalNet 20, the next step is to apply the NMP to the Sytek 

System 2000, Sytek System 6000, and CDS Token/Net networks. 

1.4 Local Area Network Background 

A local network is a communications network that 

provides interconnection of a variety of data communication 

devices within a geographical small area. The Computer 

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) at the University of 

Arizona has Sytek LocalNet 20, Sytek System 2000, Sytek 

System 6000, and CDS Token/Net on a broadband coaxial cable 

plant. The characteristics of these networks are described 

here. 

1.4.1 Sytek LocalNet 20 

Sytek LocalNet 20 is an integrated data 

communication network. It interconnects intelligent 

workstations, interactive terminals, and time shared 

computer systems. It intergrates the technologies the 

wideband broadcast local networks, packet switching, and 
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cable television (CATV). The broadband system looks like a 

common bus to users at any physical access point. Radio 

Frequency (RF) are modulated with independent LocalNet 

digital information channels. These digital channels are 

Time Division Multiplexes (TDM) among a large number of user 

devices which are carried the use of digital packet 

switching. The significance of packet switching is higher 

channel utilization and optimized throughput provided by the 

demand of channel capacity from network users. 

A typical LocalNet system is composed of a series of 

components such as PCU, bridges and gateways for channel and 

network interconnection, and network management and control 

devices. Up to 200 active users can access simultaneously 

on a single channel. 

Figure 1.4 shows the LocalNet's User Device 

Interface. LocalNet provides three methods by which PCUs 

can communicate. 

First, for users connected to PCUs configured on the 

same LocalNet channel 

Second, for users attached to different channels on the 

same cable 

Third, for users attached to different cable systems 

The Open Sytems Interconnection (OSI) Reference 

Model provides for the implementation of network management 

protocols and services. These services allow for the 
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configuration, test, control, and management of an 

operational network. The following network management 

services are implemented in LocalNet 20: 

1. Diagnostic and maintenance facilities 

2. Network startup and shutdown 

3. Performance monitoring 

4. Reconfiguration 

5. Network security 

Each LocalNet 20 PCU provides a range of 

communication services to its attached devices. These 

services include: 

PCU management - overall management of the PCU, 

including specifying its identity, location, and 

protection attributes 

Session management - management of individual sessions, 

including session initiation, termination, and 

control 

Data handling - handling and processing of user data 

through sessions, including flow-and-error control 

Signaling - out of band signaling across session 

boundaries 

Appendix A lists PCU attributes, Appendix B lists 

PCU commands, and Appendix C lists PCU message responses to 

commands. 
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1.4.2 Sytek System 2000 

The Sytek System 2000 is an integrated local area 

data communication network. The function of the Sytek 

System 2000 is similar to the Sytek LocalNet 20. The 

flexibility of the System 2000 enables it to efficiently 

serve a wide range of user applications such as time sharing 

networks, management information systems, and integrated 

office communication systems. It has two types of PCUs 

the Sytek 2502 PCU and the Sytek 2532 MPCU (Modular Packet 

Communication Unit) which support two and thirty-two ports, 

respectively. The features of the Sytek System 2000 are: 

a. Easily accessed by user-defined names. 

b. Agile modem tuning allows the tunning of the PCU's 

modem to any channel on the network during directory 

calls. 

c. Password protection providies security of network 

resources by restricting the use of the port to users 

who know the password. 

d. Local or remote reset by command execution. 

e. Rotary call groups can be split among different Sytek 

System 2000. 

These allow different members of same rotary call 

group to be physically located at widely separated points 

within the network. Transmission bandwidth on a channel is 

allocated by using the CSMA/CD access method in a 
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distributed manner. This technique permits each PCU to 

connect independently for transmission medium access with 

other PCUs on the same channel. 

Figure 1.5 shows the System 2000's protocol 

architecture. This architecture allows user devices to 

communicate through sessions. User initiated sessions 

provide the communication services to each port. In 

general, each transaction between host and PCU is labeled, 

either directly or indirectly, with the appropriate port and 

session numbers. In System 2000, the following network 

management services are implemented: diagnostic and 

maintenance facilities, performance monitoring, and program 

image download. 

The System 2000 provides three methods by PCU (and 

their associated user devices) which can communicate: 

First, for users connected to PCUs configured on the same 

network channel and the basic protocol, the system 2000 

provides complete one-hop connectivity. Second, for users 

attached to different channels on the same cable and on 

optional store-and-forward packet mode bridge, the system 

2000 routes packets between network channels. Third, for 

users attached to different cable systems but each 

supporting system 2000, the link, a variant of the bridge, 

provides for interconnection of these distinct users by 

creating a common network through use of one or more transit 
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networks. PCU has eight states: autobaud, downloading, 

initialization, logon, command, parameter, data transfer, 

and data transparent state. PCU attributes are listed on 

Appendix D, PCU commands are listed on Appendix E, and 

Appendix F lists PCU message responses to commands. 

1.4.3 Sytek System 6000 

Sytek System 6000 is compatible with IBM PC Network 

which is a broadband local area network designed to connect 

two or more PCs together. It facilitates resources sharing, 

file transfer, and terminal access among PCs. It is 

composed of a Network Adapter Card and a Network Translator. 

Each computer on the network must contain one PC Network 

Adapter Card which contains an RF modem, a Basic Input 

Output System (BIOS) Read Only Memory (ROM), and two 

microprocessors, to ensure reliable two-way communication 

with the other computers on the network. The Network Adapter 

Card is a single board communication controller that 

connects a PC to a broadband local area network. Each 

Adapter Card is a highly intelligent device that can 

communicate on a single coaxial cable. All required network 

signals and protocols are controlled by the Adapter Card. 

A translator is a frequency converter and control 

retransmission unit for location at the headend of a 

broadband local area network. Using this Translator, IBM PC 

NET can coexist on an installed LocalNet 20 cable system, 
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or it can coexist with voice, video, and other data 

services. Figure 1.6 shows the Sytek System 6000 

architecture. 

1.4.4 Concord Data Systems Token/Net 

A Concord Data Systems (CDS) Token/Net is a data 

communication network that implements the Token-Passing Bus 

Access Method. The Token-Passing Bus network might operate 

on a wider area than a CSMA/CD network. Because of the 

deterministic nature of the Token-Passing Bus Access Method, 

the Token-Passing Bus network is applied in the real time 

applications where fixed bounded response time is required. 

The Token-Passing Bus Access Method is a access method for a 

bus structure network. In a Token-Passing LAN, the token is 

a distinctive bit pattern that is passed between stations in 

a fixed sequence. A station may transmit only when it holds 

the token and must pass it on within a short time limit. 

A CDS Token/Net is composed of Token/Net Interface 

Modules (TIMs) and a Translator. The functions of TIMs are 

data port functions and LAN protocol functions. The data 

port functions of the source TIM send data through the 

remote port functions and the data transmitted to the data 

port of the destination TIM. The TIM has an RF modem, an 

access unit, control unit, and a power supply. The modem 

can be operated on any one of six pairs of transmitting 

channels and receiving channels. The control unit provides 
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session establishment, error control, and flow control. The 

access unit is in charge of implementing Token-Passing Bus 

protocol. A Token/Net Translator converts low band 

frequency signals received from the reverse direction to 

high frequency signals and retransmits then to the 

destination node. It is usually located on the root of the 

cable system "tree" because it must translate all low band 

frequency signals from all TIMs. In normal operation, the 

token passes around a logical ring which is defined by the 

addresses of the stations. The token passes in the 

direction of decreasing addresses until it reaches the 

lowest address, at which point it is passed back to the 

highest. The existence of a logical rather than a physical 

ring creates a need for logical ring maintenance. The main 

routine functions are: reconfiguration of the ring, 

adjustment of the parameters that govern the algorithm (for 

example, the maximum time for which one station can hold the 

token), and the acceptance of requests to join the ring from 

previously silent stations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT PACKAGE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The Network Management Package (NMP) is built on top 

of the existing hardware, operating system, and 

communication systems of a broadband network. The relation 

between the NMP and the existing hardware and software is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. In this chapter, the functions of 

interfaces between user and devices, and the system 

environment of the NMP will be described. 

2.1 User Interface 

A typical User Interface for a computer network, 

whether it be a terminal or a more elaborate workstation, 

includes both a display and a keyboard. In this thesis 

project, the Menu-Driven function is used for all users to 

choose a network and proper command for running the 

program. This Menu-Driven function is user-oriented so that 

all users have to do is to select a system and a command 

which is required. Figure 2.2 shows how to select the 

system required. In this thesis project, the NMP can be 

operated in LocalNet 20 and partially System 2000. The 

selection of the commands is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
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2.2 Communication Interface 

The Communication Interface is the software 

responsible for transmitting and receiving data between PC 

serial port and PCU port on the Sytek cable. The 

Communication Interface also handles session management 

procedures on the local or remote level. This Software is 

the important part of the whole NMP because it is 

responsible for communicating with the other remote devices 

over Sytek network. The session management procedures 

operate PCU commands for opening and closing sessions. PCU 

can be accessed by address, that is a calling number which 

is either local or remote. Figure 2.4 shows the 

architecture of the Communication Interface. It establishes 

a session to access the PCU and activates this software to 

the PCU's attribute. After activating with the PCU 

software, the session is closed. 

2.3 Operating System Environment 

The NMP operates on top of the existing PC operating 

sytem because the following reasons: it makes NMP portable, 

it uses the power of the existing systems, and it allows the 

user to work with a system they are already familar with. 

Several important design requirements are: 

a. Use the existing language 

b. Use the existing operating systems 

c. Use the existing communication system 
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d. Design software by using modular technique 

These requirements allow for any changes to be 

updated easily. With the different computer's operating 

systems, network managing systems, and high level languages, 

it would be impractical and undesirable to standardize the 

NMP. 

The volatile computer industry is constantly 

churning out updates, finding errors, upgrading hardware, 

creating new tools , and making significant breakthroughs in 

both hardware and software. Within this environment, any 

original work would be outdated quickly, perhaps even before 

it is finished. 

2.4 Performance Features 

In the design requirement, there are three 

performance features which are reliability, flexibility, and 

delay handling. 

a. Reliability - errors must be eliminated 

b. Flexibility - multiple networks are adopted 

c. Response time - time frame should be interactived 

with the opening and closing session 

The NMP must control local or remote PCUs and 

guarantee to modify PCU's attribute on the PC level. The 

most important work of this project that the NMP should be 

interactived with the existing hardware and software One 
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must take into the environment the following: 

1. What is an object (PCU address)? 

2. Where is an object (PCU location)? 

3. What is a parameter (a field that can be modified in 

the PCU's attributes)? 

4. What is a tool (PCU command) that is available for 

controlling network? 

2.5 Constraints 

In the design of the NMP, some certain constraints 

are imposed by both the hardware and software. The Sytek 

LocalNet 20's and the Sytek System 2000's PCU ports are both 

incoming and outgoing ports. PCUs that handle the Sytek 

connection have attributes which may be set to control their 

performance. The "PRIVILEGE" field should be "ON" on the 

local PCU, otherwise the application program can not be 

used to control each PCU. To access local or remote PCU, 

the session is opened. After being opened, the PCUs are 

activated with the application program. And then the 

session will be closed. In establishing a session between 

ports (PC to local PCU, or local PCU to remote PCU port), 

the PCU is called, the port is opened as a device and 

finally the commands or PCU attribute are read and echoed. 

After calling the remote unit, the "BUSY" or "ERROR" 

condition should be checked to check connection status. If 

the port is already in use and the remote unit is 
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unavailable to access, the NMP terminates the call. 

The other constraint is that "C" is the language of 

implementation on the AT&T 6300 PC whose operating system is 

MS-DOS. "C" was chosen because it is a structured language 

and easy to use on the existing system. For the 

Communication Interface, the Green Leaf library functions 

are available. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT PACKAGE IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Overall Software Structure 

The NMP is divided into two parts such as a User 

Interface and a Communication part. Figure 3.1 shows 

the overall software architecture. The User Interface 

uses a Menu-Driven software for selecting network specified 

by the user. The Communication program opens the session to 

communicate between two ports, from the PC port to the PCU 

port (PCU port might be local or remote). The User Interface 

program let the users type valid commands for the 

Communication program. 

3.1.1 Functional Structure 

The logical structure of the NMP is based on a 

conceptual design with happens to be similar with its 

physical design. Basically, it considers three phases: 

a. User Interface (UI) functions 

b. Communication Interface functions (CI) 

c. PCU functions 

The UI gives notice of how to call the program and 

documentation of program commands. The program command 
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format is designed for ease of use and to be similar to some 

existing standard. Input is received from the terminal and 

verified buy the UI. The UI is standard through the NMP. 

It also assumes a somewhat sophisticated user familar with 

the local operating system. The use is prompted for the 

PCU(s) to which he wishes to send command to. This will be 

referred to as the command line from now on. In the event 

that the user types incorrect command, the UI consideres 

this a potential error and asks the user for permission to 

request another command. 

The CI initiates and terminates a session from a 

local device. The session is a data communication 

connection between the local user device and a remote user 

device through the respective PCUs. Each session has its 

own set of attributes controlled by PCU commands. The flow 

of the CI is to get a correct command, send it to the 

typical PCU, and get the reponse back from the PCU. 

The PCU specifies the type of local flow control 

that is applied between the PCU port and the user device (PC 

or terminal). The local flow control may result in the flow 

control of virtual connection, which in return may result in 

the flow control of the remote PCU port. Usually, the 

parameters of each PCU's attributes should be matched with 

those of another for communication function on the Sytek 

network. Figure 3.2 shows a functional structure of the NMP. 
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3.1.2 Physical Structure 

In the physical structure, the two main parts are 

User Interface and the Communication Interface program. 

They can be divided into further subparts: User Interface, 

Format Command, Communication, and Sytek Communication 

Interface. Figure 3.3 illustrates the function of each 

subpart. Figure 3.4 shows the relation between the logical 

and the physical structure of each subpart. 

The design in detail has fifteen submodules which 

are: 

1. main module 

2. get_status module 

3. get_info module 

4. get_process module 

5. get_comm module 

6. get_continuous module 

7. make_para module 

8. get_para module 

9. make_com module 

10. set_command module 

11. get_command module 

12. get_table module 

13. get_list module 

14. get_setup module 

15. get_check_PCU module 
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3.2 Program Module Design 

In implementing the overall software, the 

programming style is an important issue. Good programming 

style is required. Some include the top-down design, 

structured programming, modular coding, and well documented 

coding. The top-down design and modular coding technique 

are used for this thesis project. 

3.2.1 Program Module Description 

3.2.1.1 User Interface 

The User Interface Program (UIP) can be executed on 

a system (PC). A user receives notice of how to select a 

system and how to use the program. An input is received from 

the terminal. If the input format is valid for choosing one 

of the multiple networks, the UIP connects this application 

program to the required system. The user gets a prompt to 

choose PCU commands in order to control the PCUs. Because 

all possible PCU commands are already specified, the user 

must type the correct commands, otherwise the UIP can not 

recognize them. When the user gets a wrong command into the 

UIP, the UIP displays a prompt until it gets a command 

again. 

3.2.1.2 Format Command Module 

Figure 3.5 shows the UIP and the Format Command 

Module (FCM). These two modules share the Menu-Driven 
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function by interacting together. 

The NMP commands may or may not have an argument 

list. If the command is in the right format, the FCM 

specifies the command and the argument. In this case, if 

the number of arguments is more than one, this argument is 

divided into subarguments one by one. The FCM checks the 

final format of the command with the argument. When the 

user fails to make a correct command, the FCM considers it 

as an error and displays a prompt. Before typing any input 

from the terminal, the users must follow the instructions of 

selecting a required system and command from the "MENU". 

There are two ways to correct the command, if the user makes 

an error. One is to move the cursor or erase the previous 

command or type a new command manually. The other is just 

to hit carriage return key on the keyboard. The FCM produces 

an error message for the improper command to the user and 

requires the user to type another command. After checking a 

command (including the argument and the subargument), this 

command is transmitted to communication program. 

3.2.1.3 Communication Program 

When the FCM passes the formatted command to the 

Communication Program (CP), the CP is executed. The CP does 

the following: 

1. Extracts an argument and a subargument from the 

command 
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2. Checks that these arguments are formatted 

If not, goes back to the UIP to get a prompt for 

selecting another PCU command. 

3. Checks that this command with the argument is for 

the local or remote unit 

4. Calls the Sytek Interface Program (SIP) to connect 

PCU (local or remote) 

5. Gets the response back after being executed by a 

command on a typical PCU 

Appendix A & D shows the attributes of the PCU 

status information for LocalNet 20 PCU and System 2000 PCU. 

One of the subarguments in the PCU command is the unit ID, 

i.e., the PCU address. If the command does not have the 

unit ID, it is for the local unit. As long as a valid PCU 

is called and the command is actived with the PCU software 

successfully, the CP gets a response back from the remote 

PCU through the Sytek Network. Figure 3.6 shows the 

functional flow chart of the CP. 

3.2.1.4 Sytek Interface Program 

After all arguments in a command are checked, they 

are passed to the Sytek Interface Program (SIP). The SIP 

has the main communication functions which are illustrated 

in Figure 3.7. It does the following: 

1. Establishes a session for the connection of the 
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Sytek network (open session) 

2. Checks that the status of "PRIVILEGE" is "ON" 

3. If the "PRIVILEGE" is "OFF", the SIP goes back to 

MS-DOS system. 

4. Calls required PCU (local or remote) 

5. Checks PCU's port for "BUSY" or "NO RESPONSE" 

6. If the port is not accessable, the SIP displays the 

error message and goes back to the prompt stage to 

get another command. 

7. Gets information of PCU's attribute or modifies a 

certain parameter depending on the command with its 

argument 

8. Sends the result back to the CP. 

9. Establishes session for disconnecting Sytek network 

(close session). 

Opening a session on the Sytek network consists of 

the "CALL" which connects the remote system with its unique 

PCU address. When the port is full (someone is using the 

device), it is not opened. The "CALL" is made and assumed 

that it will go through to the required system. In order to 

successfully generate, the NMP "PRIVILEGE" (one of PCU's 

attribute) on the local side should the "ON", otherwise the 

NMP can not be operated on the present PC level. In this 

case, the "PRIVILEGE" should be changed from "OFF" to "ON" 

by using another remote device whose "PRIVILEGE" is "ON". 
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Another important attribute of the PCU is "QUIET". It 

should be "OFF" on its outgoing ports, so that the SIP is 

able to read back from the Sytek network response to its 

call. All the characteristics (attributes) of any PCUs can 

be changed, but these two fields of attributes ("PRIVILEGE 

ON" and "QUIET OFF") are so-called instinctive attributes 

which are already set in the PCU and do not depend on the 

NMP. 

During network operation, all the PCU's attributes 

must be set correctly. The way of the communication is to 

go through the ports between the local and remote PCU in the 

Sytek cable. Because the system services - getting data, 

transmitting data, reading writing reponse, and etc. - are 

done through the port, the setting of PCU's attributes is 

very important. 

3.2.2 Detail Design of Program Module 

3.2.2.1 Main Module 

The main module procedure flow chart is shown in 

Figure 3.8. At first, it opens the session to get the 

Sytek prompt. After typing the "STATUS" and sending that 

command to the local PCU, all the information of the PCU's 

attributes are responsed on a screen. To store this data 

data, the PCU data structure (Appendix G) is needed. The 

"PRIVILEGE ON" and "QUIET OFF". The NMP can be operated with 
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them. If the required condition is satisfied, the local 

PCU's unit ID, channel location, and baud rate are displayed 

on the screen, and then the session is closed. This module 

produces the program command prompt for getting the PCU 

commands that are inputed by a user from the terminal. When 

the PCU command is typed, this module calls the get_process 

module to specify the command. The loop, which is for 

getting the PCU command, is operated until it gets the 

"STOP" command. 

This module also has a subroutine for the waiting 

function. The delay time is an important factor of data 

handling (the going and coming of the data through the 

ports). This routine is for the-counting of a certain 

number which is already defined as the delay time. 

3.2.2.2 Get_Status Module 

A file name is needed as a variable to store all 

information of the PCU's attributes. Any name can be 

defined to the variable. The flow chart of this module is 

shown in Figure 3.9. The file is opened to store some data 

of the PCU. The sesion is already opened in the main 

module, so that the "STATUS" is sent on the Sytek prompt to 

a PCU port. All information of the PCU's attributes are 

stored in the file as data. After closing the file which 

has all the data of the PCU status, the file is reopened to 

look for inside values. This module calls the get_info 
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module to pass the file pointer in order to check the data 

in the file. 

3.2.2.3 Get_Info Module 

The flow chart of the get_info module is shown in 

Figure 3.10. The PCU data structure (Appendix G) has the 

same field as that of the PCU's attributes. The length of 

each field and its value are already defined, so that the 

exact amount of length should be read and stored to each 

variable in the PCU data structure. The length of each 

variable in the PCU data structure is long enough to store 

each field value of PCU's attribute. When the file pointer 

is passed to the calling module, all the information of the 

PCU's attributes are specified and used. 

3.2.2.4 Get_Process Module 

This module checks every PCU command which is 

inputed from the terminal by a user. The functional 

description flow chart of this module is shown in Figure 

3.11. Before checking each PCU command, which is passed 

from the main module, the session is opened. Some commands 

have arguments, so they are divided into a real command and 

arguments. Until getting the "STOP" command, the NMP 

program prompt is displayed on the screen. The user can 

work with the NMP to manage a network. 

When the command is matched with some defined names, 
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this module calls some specified modules: 

COMMAND 

channel loc 

pcu status 

pcu help 

continuous remote status 

continuous remote help 

display para 

enable pcu 

disable pcu 

set active pcu command 

pcu list 

setup pcu 

check valid pcu 

CALLED MODULE 

get_info module 

get_comm module 

get_comm module 

get_continuous module 

get_continuous module 

get_para module 

get_command module 

get_command module 

set_command module 

get_list module 

get_setup module 

get_check_PCU module 

If the command is empty, this module calls the main 

module to get the program prompt. When the command is 

"STOP", the work of the NMP is finished, and the MS-DOS 

system prompt is provided on the screen. 

3.2.2.5 Get_Comm Module 

The flow chart of this module is shown in Figure 

3.12. Sometimes, a PCU command might have an argument which 

is for the remote unit. If the PCU command does not have an 

argument, this module sends the PCU command to the local 

unit. And then the local PCU's attribute is displayed on 
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the screen depending on the command. After that, the 

session is closed. Another case of the PCU command having 

an argument, is when this module makes a string to call the 

remote unit by using that argument. In this module, the 

argument says about the calling number which is each PCU's 

available address. The remote unit is called by that 

string. The response of the calling remote unit has two 

situations. One is "CALLED COMPLETED", the other is "CALL 

NOT COMPLETED". When the remote unit is .pa called by 

invalid calling number, an error message ("CALL NOT 

COMPLETED") is displayed. After calling the remote unit 

successfully, the Sytek prompt appears again and the PCU 

command is sent to the remote unit. After interacting the 

PCU software, the remote PCU's attribute is printed out on 

the screen depending on the PCU command. In this case, the 

PCU command is for the PCU's attribute which are either 

"HELP" or "STATUS". 

3.2.2.6 Get_Continuous Module 

The flow chart of the module is illustrated in 

Figure 3.13. The functional description of the module is 

similar to that of the get_comm module. But, for this 

module, the command has to have an argument which is a PCU 

calling number. Because some parts of the PCU's attributes 

might often be changed by the PCU itself, the function of 

this module is necessary to verify them consecutively. The 
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flag is set to the number of characters. For example, if 

the displaying times of the PCU's attribute is five times, 

all we can do is to type any keys on the keyboard five 

times. 

If the command does not have an argument, this 

module does not go forward but stop. After having called 

the remote unit by using the PCU calling number, this module 

checks the calling status (or connection status) which is 

"CALL COMPLETED" or not. Without calling successfully, this 

module can not do anything. After getting the Sytek prompt 

again with the calling completed of the remote unit, the PCU 

command is sent to the remote unit. The PCU attribute is 

displayed depending on the PCU command, until getting the 

valid flag. Again, this PCU command might be for either 

"HELP" or "STATUS" of the PCU attribute. 

3.2.2.7 Get_Para Module 

This module is for only informing the parameters 

which can be modified to "ENABLE" or "DISABLE" PCU command. 

The flow chart of this module is shown in Figure 3.14. In 

addition, the module shows the current time, the local PCU's 

unit identification (ID), channel location, and the command. 

In order to get the parameters the make_para module 

is called which has a list of the parameters. After getting 

them from the make_para module, they are displayed on the 

screen. Each PCU's attribute can be either "ENABLE" or 
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"DISABLE". In this thesis project, some parameters are 

already set arbitrarily. 

3.2.2.8 Make_Para Module 

Figure 3.15 illustrates the flow chart of this 

module. It makes a third storage to store some parameters. 

Usually, the number of the PCU's attribute (LocalNet 20 or 

System 2000 PCU) are 30 to 40. Appendix A and D show those 

PCU's attributes respectively. This module sets 12 commands 

out of the whole number of commands as parameters. These 12 

parameters are: "CHANSP", "ENABLE", "DISABLE", "GROUP", 

"IDLE", "MAXSESSION", "PCALL", "PRIVILEGE", "PUNIT", 

"REMOTE", "TIMEOUT", "UNIT". After having called, this 

module returns these parameters to the get_para module. So, 

this module is for storing some strings (parameters). 

Whenever it is called, those strings are returned to the 

calling program. 

3.2.2.9 Get_Command Module 

Figure 3.16 illustrates the flow chart of this 

module. For "ENABLE" or "DISABLE" of some commands of a PCU 

attribute, the argument has to have a calling number or the 

calling number with some other subarguments. An argument is 

divided into subarguments. For design purpose, the first 

argument should be a calling number. If the argument is 

empty, this module can not be run. After having called the 
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remote unit by using that calling number, the status of the 

called unit is checked because an invalid calling number is 

sometimes used. In order to send some PCU commands, the 

Sytek prompt is obtained again. If the argument has only 

the calling number for the remote unit, this module gets 

parameters which can be modified to "ENABLE", or "DISABLE" 

from the make_para module. Using these parameters, the 

remote PCU commands are made and sent to the remote unit. 

The response of these PCU commands is displayed on the 

screen after interacting these commands on the PCU software. 

In another case for the argument has some commands with the 

calling number, these commands should be checked with the 

make_com module which has all valid PCU commands. The 

make_com module makes a kind of string table to store all 

valid PCU commands (Appendix B and E). Whenever the 

commands are typed by a user, they are compared with all 

valid PCU commands one at a time. If the command is valid, 

the PCU command can be made and sent to the remote unit, and 

then interfaced to the PCU software. The response of that 

command is displayed on the screen. 

3.2.2.10 Make_Com Module 

A PCU has its own commands depending on the LocalNet 

20 PCU (Appendix B) or the System 2000 PCU (Appendix E). 

Figure 3.17 shows the flow chart of this module. This 

module makes a string table and stores all valid PCU 
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commands in it. Whenever this module is called, it returns 

all valid PCU commands in the string table. It is 

interfaced with the get_command module. If a certain 

command is required to change "ENABLE" or "DISABLE", this 

command should be checked first. After having this command 

compared with all valid PCU commands, it can be modified to 

"ENABLE" or "DISABLE" if it is one of the valid commands. 

Otherwise it can not be modified. All the inputs come from 

the terminal by a user. This verifying step is always .pa 

needed because the user sometimes might type something which 

is a wrong commands. 

3.2.2.11. Set_Conunand Module 

This module is for the informing of all valid PCU 

commands to the users. Its flow chart is shown in Figure 

3.18. Before typing some commands which are needed to 

modify "ENABLE" or "DISABLE", the users might check these 

commands for their validity to see that <all valid PCU 

commands already displayed. If the first character of the 

argument is 1@, this module calls the make_com module to 

get all valid PCU commands in the table, and displays them 

on the screen. The best way to modify some commands is to 

see all valid commands first and to check that these are in 

the valid commands. 
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3.2.2.12 Get_Table Module 

This module makes a kind of hash table to store the 

PCU's unit ID, location, device kind, model, serial number, 

U of A number, principal user, and user phone number. Its 

flow chart is illustrated in Figure 3.19. The range of the 

unit ID is between '0000' and 'FFFF1 in the hexadecimal. If 

the unit ID is out of this range, it can not be respond. In 

this module, the unit ID is a basic first entry in the 

table. The table has other information besides that of each 

PCU under the unit ID. The first starting number among the 

unit IDs of the PCUs which are in the University of Arizona 

(U of A) is '1100'. So, to decide the size of the hash 

table, these numbers that are under '1100' are not worried 

about. If the unit ID is not specified, this module can not 

be operated and prints out an error message. To store all 

information of PCUs in the table, one of any fields can be 

the basic first entry, so all other information can be seen 

according to each unit ID. 

3.2.2.13 Get_List Module 

The flow chart of this module is illustrated in 

Figure 3.20. If the argument is unit ID, the get_table 

module is called to get all information of a PCU. To get 

the right information, the unit ID should be in the table of 

the get_table module. After getting this information, they 

will be displayed on the screen depending on the unit ID of 
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each PCU. 

3.2.2.14 Get_Setup Module 

Some fields of a PCU attribute often need to be 

modified. The function of this module is satisfied with 

this requirement. Its flow chart is illustrated in Figure 

3.21. To operate this module, three arguments are required 

with the PCU command. The first argument is set for "LOCAL" 

or "REMOTE", the second argument is for the calling number 

of each PCU, and the third argument is for the modifying 

attribute. If the first argument is "LOCAL", the command 

which is to be modified is sent to the local unit and then 

the response is displayed on the screen after interacting 

with the PCU software. If "REMOTE" is the first argument, 

the calling command is made using the second argument, that 

is a calling number. When the remote unit is called 

successfully, the Sytek prompt appears again to send some 

commands to the remote unit. Using the third argument, 

which is the command to be modified, the remote command is 

set. Also, this module notices the response after 

interacting this command with the remote PCU software. When 

all the work is done, the session will be closed. 

3.2.2.15 Get_Check_PCU Module 

This Module is for the checking of connection states 

of PCUs on the Sytek cable. The range of available calling 
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unit ID is from '0000' to 'FFFF' in hexadecimal. One way of 

searching illegal connection is to check how many valid PCUs 

are connected now when the list of all valid PCUs are 

available. Even if it takes some time, this functional 

package is needed to verify all valid PCUs. It has four 

different ways of checking valid PCUs. They are the 

following: 

1) The command without an argument 

2) The command with one argument which is "status" 

3) The command with two arguments which are the 

calling range (starting and ending addresses) 

4) The command with three arguments which are the 

calling range (starting and ending addresses) and 

"status" 

If the command does not have any arguments or has 

two arguments which are the starting and ending calling 

addresses, this module calls the Checkl_PCU module to check 

the PCU connection for its validity. If the command has two 

or three arguments (starting and ending calling addresses 

and "status"), this module calls the Check2_PCU module to 

check the PCU connection for its validity and to give status 

information of each PCU. 

This module includes another, which is HextoDec, to 

convert hexadecimal number to decimal. When the beginning 

and ending calling addresses are inputed from the terminal, 
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hexadecimal numbers should be converted to decimals. After 

being converted to decimals, these numbers are converted to 

hexadecimals again by using the system function. This way, 

it is convenient to manage numbers in the programming work. 

The functional flow chart of this module is illustrated in 

Figure 3.22. 

3.2.2.16 Checkl_PCU Module 

This module is called by the Get_Check_PCU module 

when the command does not have any arguments or has two 

arguments (starting and ending calling addresses). If there 

is no argument, PCUs are called from '0000' to 'FFFF1. 

Otherwise, they are called from the starting address to the 

ending depending on two arguments. After having been sent a 

calling command, this module checks the connection states 

according to the response from each PCU. When the response 

is not valid for legal connection, the error message is 

printed out on the screen. Otherwise, the right information 

(valid connection) is obtained, the session is closed, and 

the Sytek prompt appears again for another calling command. 

The functional flow chart of this module is illustrated in 

Figure 3.23. All information (states of the valid or 

invalid connections of PCUs) is stored into the file 

("call.txt"). 
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3.2.2.17 Check2_PCU Module 

The Get_Check_PCU module calls this module when a 

command has one argument ("status") or three arguments 

(starting address, ending address, and "status"). If there 

is only one argument, PCUs are called from '0000' to 

'FFFP'and status information is obtained of each PCU. 

Otherwise, they are called from the starting address and 

ending address depending on the first two arguments. Also, 

status information of each PCU called is obtained. This 

module not only check, the connection state but also gets 

the status information according to the response from each 

PCU. When the response is not valid after having been sent 

a calling command, the PCU is not connected legally. 

Otherwise, the PCU command ("remote status") is sent to the 

valid remote PCU, the status information of it is obtained, 

the session is closed, and the Sytek prompt appears again 

for another calling command. The functional flow chart of 

this module is illustrated in Figure 3.24. All reponses of 

the calling command are stored into the file ("status.txt"). 

3.3 Software Development and Testing 

Computer software designing is an extremely complex 

task made up of many individual phases, all of which are 

important and all of which contribute to the solution of the 

problem. The more specific steps are: 

1. Defining the problem 
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2. Outlining the solution 

3. Selecting and representing algorithms 

4. Coding . 

1). The nature of the problem 

2). The programming languages available on the 

computer 

3). The dictates and limitations of the particular 

computer installation 

5. Testing 

6. Debugging 

7. Integrating 

8. Documenting 

1). Technical documentation 

2). User-level documentation 

9. Program maintenance 

3.3.1 Software Development 

Software systems take a considerable time to develop 

and are in use for an even longer time. A number of 

distinct stages in this period of development and usage can 

be identified. They are the following: 

1. The software requirements, i.e., the system 

functions and operational constraints, must be 

established and specified. 

2. The software design must be derived from an analysis 

of the software requirement. 
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3. The software design must be realized in a 

programming language which can be executed on the 

target computer. 

4. The implementation must be tested to ensure that the 

completed system meets the software requirements. 

5. The system must be installed and used. If system 

errors are discovered, these must be corrected, and 

changes to the original requirements may involve 

adding to the system. 

The MS-DOS system is the starting stage for this 

process because the NMP is developed on the PC which is 

connected to th Sytek cable through a PCU. In this thesis 

project, the Communication Interface Program (the 

Communication Program and the Sytek Interface Program) is 

really important. To minimize the testing and debugging 

phase, the problem of this program should be considered 

before designing. 

The software exists in an environment which is 

subject to constant change and which may not be completely 

understood by the implementors of the software. As the 

environment changes or becomes more fully understand, the 

software must either adapt to these changes or it becomes 

progressively less useful until, ultimately, it must be 

discarded. 

The development of the software is an iterative 
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process with each design stage, as was mentioned earlier. 

As design proceeds, requirements may be clarified, 

implementation may reveal design flaws and testing may show 

errors in any of the preceeding stages. 

In order to reduce overall costs, formal notations 

should be used wherever possible in all stages of software 

development. Each stage should be thoroughly and properly 

documented and, where feasible, automatically checked for 

consistency and completeness. According to the overall 

structure (Figure 3.1), the whole program is divided into 

two modules which are the User Interface and there 

Communication. By the modularizing technique, they are 

specified by dividing them to submodules in the logical 

structure and to even more submodules in the physical 

structure design. The problem and solving of each module 

are clarified in the detail design. 

3.3.2 Test Methodology 

The testing of the the software design is extremely 

important. Undetected errors and omissions which are 

carried forward to the implementation phase of the project 

can be extremely hard to correct. The main event in testing 

the software is the module test, and each module is tested 

by: 

1. Functionality. 

2. Capability of error handling. 
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3. Integrating among the modules and interfaces. 

The goal of the module test is to verify the 

accuracy of the design and the coding with respect to the 

module specification. It takes much less time to locate a 

bug at this stage than it does later in the testing cycle, 

assuming that when a bug exists in a particular version of 

the program as it is being constructed, that bug is in the 

last added module which is the one being tested. Thus, the 

module-level testing is essential in the case where there is 

an uncovered bug in a previously tested module which turns 

up while testing another module and wastes time when 

looking for the bug in the wrong module. 

In doing top-down design, the data structure is 

necessary. In this thesis project, all fields of PCU's 

attributes are defined in the data structure (Appendix G). 

A PCU has its own attributes, so they are controlled to 

manage network. 

Validation testing is an exhaustive test for a 

program. It is an evaluation of how well the program meets 

the functional specification, how well it handles error 

conditions, and how well it handles heavy loads of data 

beyond specified limits. The program should be tested at 

and about all key parametric points. Also, it will probably 

need to be written, so as to generate the test data and to 

analyze the results. 
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3.3.3 Error Handling 

When the program is in operation, previously 

undetected errors will be discovered and the system 

requirements will change. The error handling is a process 

of identifying those areas of the program which are in error 

and modifying them to correct the error. The process of 

error handling first involves the location of parts of the 

program code which are incorrect and cause some 

specification not to be net and secondly involves the 

correcting of errors or modifying the program so that it 

meets its requirements. After modification, the program 

testing must be repeated to ensure that the change has been 

carried out correctly. If the error is a simple coding 

error, it is usually fairly easy to correct the error 

without affecting other parts of the program. On the other 

hand, if the error is a design error or involves a 

misunderstanding of the program requirements, it is not easy 

to correct these type errors and involves much work in 

doing so. 

In this thesis project, the error might occur on a 

program statement which is based on the communication. The 

delay time in the program should be matched with that of the 

time of receiving and transmitting data between ports. For 

the controlling session "OPEN" or "CLOSE", the program which 

checks the PCU's port status should be run. 
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The process of adding output statements can be 

continued if necessary, until individual statements are 

bracketed. At this stage, the statement where the error 

manifests itself can be determined. This does not 

necessarily mean that an individual statement is incorrect, 

i.e., the error may be a design error or may involve the 

failure of some program components, previously thought to be 

correct. 

3.4 Network Management Package Commands 

In order to use this NMP, it should be installed on 

the PC. A user can type any commands from the terminal, 

which are already specified in the NMP, depending on what he 

requires to manage the network. 

3.4.1 CHANNEL LOCATION 

FUNCTION 

The CHANNEL LOCATION command allows a local area network 

channel and location number to be specified. This 

command does not need any arguments, so the present 

channel location is displayed when the "channel 

location" is typed from the terminal. 

FORMAT 

channel location <C/R> 

ERROR MESSAGE 
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If the command format is not valid, the error message is 

like that of: 

"This is not a valid command". . 

Figure 3.25 illustrates the function of the CHANNEL 

LOCATION command. 
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3.4.2 PCU STATUS 

FUNCTION 

The PCU STATUS command displays the current values of 

the PCU's attributes of either the local or remote unit. 

FORMAT 

pcu status(unit) <C/R> 

where 

unit : a PCU calling number, i.e., PCU unit ID. The 

range, of the unit number is from 0000 to FFFF in 

hexadecimal. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the command name is wrong, the output error message 

is as follows: 

"This is not a valid command". 

If the unit number is out of range, the output error 

message is like that of: 

"call not completed". 

If the PCU STATUS command does not have an argument, 

the attribute of the current unit is displayed. Figure 3.26 

illustrates the function of the PCU STATUS command. 
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3.4.3 PCU HELP 

FUNCTION 

The PCU HELP command displays the help list of the PCU 

commands, which can be enabled, from the local or a 

specified remote unit. 

FORMAT 

pcu help(unit) <C/R> 

where 

unit : a value from '0000' to 'FFFF' in hexadecimal. 

The unit number is a PCU unit ID. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the command is not valid, the output of the error 

message is as follows: 

"This is not a valid command". 

If the unit number is out of range, then the error 

message is displayed like that of: 

"call not completed" 

If the PCU HELP does not have an argument, the help 

list (enabled command list) of the current unit is 

displayed. Figure 3.27 illustrates the function of the PCU 

HELP command. 
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3.4.4 CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS 

FUNCTION 

This CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS command is used to display 

the values of the PCU attribute from the specified 

remote unit continuously until getting a valid flag. 

FORMAT 

continuous remote status(unit) 

where 

unit : The valid range of the unit number is from '0000' 

to 'FFFF1 in hexadecimals. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

This CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS has to have an argument 

for the PCU calling number to call the remote unit. If 

it does not have an argument, the error message is like 

that of: 

"There is no remote calling number". 

If a user wants to display the status of the remote 

unit five times, all he has to is to stroke any keys in the 

keyboard five times. In this manner, the number of 

displaying times can be changed. Figure 3.28 shows the 

function of the CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS command. 
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3.4.5 CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP 

FUNCTION 

This CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP command allows a specific 

remote unit to be called and continuously does a remote 

help list of commands, which are enabled, until getting 

valid flag. 

FORMAT 

continuous remote status(unit) <C/R> 

where 

unit : a valid unit number is a PCU calling number that 

is between '0000' and 'FFFF' in hexadecimal. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

This CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP command needs an argument to 

call the remote unit. If it does not have an argument, 

the error message is produced like that of: 

"There is no calling number". 

In order to set a flag, a user should decide how 

many times one should display the help list of the remote 

unit. Like the case for CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP, if the user 

wants to display the help list three times, all he must do 

is to stroke any keys from the terminal three times. Figure 

3.29 illustrates the function of the CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP 

command. 
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3.4.6 ENABLE PCU 

FUNCTION 

The ENABLE PCU command provides the capability to enable 

all valid PCU commands for a given remote unit. The 

DISPLAY PARA (display parameter) displays a list of the 

current active PCU commands. Also, The SET ACTIVE PCU 

COMMAND allows to display all valid PCU commands to be 

enabled. 

FORMAT' 

enable pcu(unit) <C/R> 

enable pcu(<unit>,[pcu commandpcu command]) <C/R> 

where 

unit : a calling number of PCU. The valid range is from 

'0000' to 'FFFF' in hexadecimal. 

pcu command : any valid pcu command. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the unit number is out of range, the error message is 

produced like that of: 

"call not completed". 

If the pcu command is not valid, the following message 

is reported: 

"This command in not active enable/disable command". 

If the command format is not right, the error message is 

like that of: 
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"This is not a valid format". 

If the unit calling number is not in the argument, the 

error message is displayed as follows: 

"There is not a calling number". 

If this ENABLE PCU command has arguments which are 

the unit number and the PCU commands, it checks to see that 

the command is valid from the table which has all valid PCU 

commands. This ENABLE PCU command provides the capability 

to enable only valid PCU command for the called unit. If 

this ENABLE PCU command has only one unit number as an 

argument (no optional PCU command argument is specified), 

the active enable commands from the DISPLAY PARA command are 

permitted when calling a remote unit. Figure 3.30 show the 

function of the ENABLE PCU command. 
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3.4.7 DISABLE PCU 

FUNCTION 

The DISABLE PCU command provides the capability to 

disable all PCU commands for a given remote unit. The 

DISPLAY PARA command displays a list of the current 

active PCU commands. Also, The SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND 

command shows all the valid PCU commands to be disabled. 

If the PCU command is in the all valid PCU commands, it 

can be enabled or disabled. 

FORMAT 

disable pcu(unit) <C/R> 

disable pcu(<unit>,[pcu commandpcu command]) <C/R> 

where 

unit : a calling number of PCU. The valid range is from 

'0000' to 1FFFF1 in hexadecimal. 

pcu command : any valid pcu commands. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

When the remote unit is called by the unit whose number 

is out of range, the following error message is 

displayed: 

"call not completed". 

If the command format is not good, the error message is 

displayed as follows: 

"This is not a valid format". 
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If the PCU command is not valid, the following error 

message is reported: 

"This command is not active enable/disable command". 

If the unit ID is not in the argument as a calling 

number, the error message is displayed: 

"There is not a calling number". 

If this DISABLE PCU command has the unit number and 

PCU commands as arguments, the PCU commands are checked for 

its validity as comparing all valid PCU commands. This 

DISABLE PCU command provides the capability to disable any 

valid PCU commands for that called unit. If there is only 

one number as an argument, the active disable commands from 

the DISPLAY PARA command are disabled when calling a remote 

unit. Figure 3.31 shows the function of the DISABLE PCU 

command. 
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3.4.8 DISPLAY PARA 

FUNCTION 

The DISPLAY PARA command displays some parameters (some 

PCU commands out of all valid PCU commands) which can be 

modified to enable or disable while running the program. 

FORMAT 

display para <C/R> 

The following PCU commands are already set in the 

DISPLAY PARA command: 

"CHANSP", "DISABLE", "ENABLE", "GROUP", "IDLE", 

"MAXSESSION", "PCALL", "PRIVILEGE", "UNIT", 

"REMOTE", "TIMEOUT", "PUNIT". 

Figure 3.32 shows the function of the DISPLAY PARA command. 
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3.4.9 SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND 

FUNCTION 

This SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND command allows to the 

specification of what PCU commands are to be active 

while running the program. If a PCU command is in the 

SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND, it can be modified to enable or 

disable. This command is used in conjunction with 

the ENABLE PCU and DISABLE PCU commands. 

FORMAT 

set active pcu command(@) <C/R> 

where 

@ : display all valid PCU commands which can be modified 

to enable or disable. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the argument is not ' the error message is like 

that of: 

"There is not a valid subset". 

The DISPLAY PARA command displays what commands are 

in effect out of all valid PCU commands. The function of 

the SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND command is shown in Figure 3.33. 
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3.4.10 PCU LIST 

FUNCTION 

The PCU LIST command displays some specific information 

of each PCU. When the unit is called, this command 

informs the PCU's port number, location, device 

equipment, localnet model, serial number, U of A number, 

principal number, and user phone number. 

FORMAT 

pcu list <C/R> 

where 

unit : a calling number of PCU. The range of the number 

is from '0000' to 'FFFF' -in hexadecimals. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the calling number is not in the data base, the error 

message is as follows: 

"This unit is not initiated". 

In the data base, all information of each PCU are 

stored under the calling number. The function of the PCU 

LIST command is shown in Figure 3.34. 
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3.4.11 SETUP PCU 

FUNCTION 

The SETUP PCU command provides the setting of port 

parameters for either the local or remote unit. The 

values of a PCU attribute might be changed by this 

command. 

FORMAT 

setup pcu(<LOCAL|REMOTE>,parameter,unit) <C/R> 

where 

LOCAL : Specify the unit which is attached to the local 

host computer. 

| : OR expression. Need just one argument either LOCAL 

or REMOTE. 

REMOTE : Specify a remote unit. 

parameter : Contains a list of commands. 

This parameter format should be in the 

following: 

baud 9600 

idle 5 

eom 0 

flow off 

unit : a PCU calling number. The valid range is between 
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'0000' and 'FFFF' in hexadecimal. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the calling number is out of range, the error message 

is as follows: 

"call not completed". 

If the argument format is not right, the error message 

is like that of: 

"This is an unknown command". 

If the first argument is neither LOCAL or REMOTE, the 

following error message is displayed: 

"These are not valid parameters". 

If there are not any arguments, the error message is as 

follows: 

"There are not passed commands". 

The function of the SETUP PCU command is shown in 

Figure 3.35. 
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3.4.12 CHECK VALID PCU 

FUNCTION 

The CHECK VALID PCU command checks the valid connection 

state of PCUs. Even if the calling range is from '0000' 

to 1FFFF1, some of the units are not available to be 

called. This command provides the connecting state 

information of the PCU and the status information 

depending on the argument. 

FORMAT 

check valid pcu <C/R> 

check valid pcu(status) <C/R> 

check valid pcu(numl, num2) <C/R> 

check valid pcu(numl, num2, status) <C/R> 

where 

status : Specify the PCU command to get status 

information from the called unit. 

numl : Set the starting address of PCU. 

num2 : Set the ending address of PCU. 

ERROR MESSAGE 

If the calling address is not valid or the PCU 

connection is invalid, the error message is as follows: 

"The calling of the unit number is not completed". 

If the argument format is not right, the error message 

is like that of: 
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"There is a parameter error". 

The function of the CHECK VALID PCU command is shown 

.in Figure 3.36. 
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3.4.13 STOP 

FUNCTION. 

This STOP command terminates the program and returns it 

to the MS-DOS operating system. 

FORMAT 

stop <C/R> 

Figure 3.37 shows the function of the STOP command. 

This command completes every work and gets out of the 

application program of the NMP. 
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3.5 Network Management Package Instruction 

The NMP provides the capability of communicating 

with any PCUs which are connected to the Sytek cable. The 

NMP is able to communicate with either a local or remote 

unit, with using the NMP commands. 

3.5.1 Formatting Command 

Commands to the NMP are complete or abbreviated 

phrases. Commands have three formatting methods. First, 

command <C/R> 

Second, the command has one argument. The following 

illustration is for that command: 

command(argument 1) <C/R> 

Third, the command has more than one argument. In this 

case, the command has the following format: 

command(argument 1, argument 2, ... , argument n) <C/R> 

All the commands are followed by the carriage return 

(<C/R>). All arguments should be in parenthesis like the 

following: 

(argument 1) 

or 

(argument 1, argument 2, ... , argument n) 

The separation of the arguments is "comma(,)" and 

there are no blanks among them. 
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3.5.2 Command Error Messages 

When an unknown or incompleted command is inputed 

from the terminal, all input is accepted. Then the command 

is verified by the command recognizer and the error message 

is printed out. Appendix H shows all the kinds of possible 

error messages which may show up when the running this 

program. 

This project is related to the communication 

feature, i.e., unless the session establishment is worked 

properly, the program can not be run. If a PCU port is 

full, it can not be accessed. In this case, the system 

error message is "NO SESSION AVAILABLE ON LOCAL PORT". When 

a calling number is not valid, the error message is 

"PARAMETER ERROR". For either case, the program error 

message is "call not completed". 

3.5.3 Program Invokation 

The NMP program can be started by entering the 

following command: 

NMP <C/R> 

on the screen, the following message will appear: 

U of A P_COM analyzer - version <#> <version date> 

If the state of the local unit is properly set for working 

the NMP, the following information will be displayed: 

Unit: <unit, port>, 

Location: cchannel, location>, 
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Baud: cbaud rate>, 

P_COM COMMAND parameter is set to <command>, 

PCU_COM \> (program prompt). 

If the above messages are not displayed, it verifies that a 

PCU is attached and is in a good state. If the PCU does not 

respond, the following error message will be displayed: 

*** PCU is not available through the serial port. 

If the privilege of the local unit is turned OFF, the 

following error message will be shown: 

*** NMP can not be worked with an insufficient 

privilege. 

If the command parameters are not set to BREAK or 1B,7F 

(del,esc), then the following error message is displayed: 

*** PCU command parameters are not set to BREAK or 

IB,7F. 

Before using any PCU commands, the command parameter of the 

local PCU is necessary to change the command parameters to 

BREAK or 1B,7F. 

3.5.4 User Commands List 

The following list consists of all available user 

commands (Network Management Package commands). In chapter 

3.4, all commands are already illustrated. 

1. CHANNEL LOCATION 

2. PCU STATUS 

3. PCU HELP 
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4. CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS 

5. CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP 

6. DISPLAY PARA 

7. SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND 

8. ENABLE PCU 

9. DISABLE PCU 

10. PCU LIST 

11. SETUP PCU 

12. CHECK VALID PCU 

13. STOP 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXAMPLE OF THE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PACKAGE RESULTS 

After having run the NMP execution program, the 

following messages are printed out on the screen: 

U of A PCU_COM Manager - Version 1.0 

Unit: E220,l Location: 12,104 Baud Rate: 9600 

*** PCU_COM COMMAND Parameter is set to 1B,7F 

PCU_COM /> 

For this example, the PCU whose ID is E220 is 

typically used as the LOCAL unit. THe following print out 

examples are the actual usage of the NMP on the PC depending 

on the PCU commands. 

4.1 CHANNEL LOCATION 

command: channel location 

Local PCU's channel number and link address are displayed 

like those of: 

channel: 12,104 

4.2 PCU STATUS 

PCU's attributes are displayed depending on calling 

number. 
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4.2.1 PCU STATUS (without calling address) 

command: pcu status 

Local PCD's attributes are displayed like those of: 

LOCALNET 20/100 9701 0000 17 V2.2.5+ 

UNIT E220,1 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP A PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,104 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND 1B,7F DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 0 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - NONE 

4.2.2 PCU STATUS (with calling address) 

command: pcu status(1100) 

Remote PCU, whose ID is '1100' is typically used. 

PCU's attributes are displayed like those of: 

Remote 

LOCALNET 20/100 2B01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 3 

UNIT 1100,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP * PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 
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LOCATION 12,51 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

4.3 PCU HELP 

PCU's commands, which can be enable, are displayed 

depending on calling number. 

4.3.1 PCU HELP (without calling address) 

command: pcu help 

Local PCU's command, which can be enable, are displayed like 

those of: 

CALL COMMAND DONE HELP SSAT STATUS 

CHANSP DISABLE ENABLE GROUP IDLE MAXSESSION 

PCALL PRIVILEGE UNIT REMOTE TIMEOUT PUNIT 

4.3.2 PCU HELP (with calling address) 

command: pcu help(1100) 

Remote PCU's (ID is '1100') commands, which can be enable, 

are displayed like those of: 
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CALL COMMAND DONE HELP SSTAT STATUS 

4.4 CONTINUOUS REMOTE STATUS 

command: continuous remote status(1100) 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1100' is typically used. Whenever 

the number of display time is requested, this status 

information (PCU's attributes) is displayed according to 

that amount. 

LOCALNET 20/100 2B01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 3 

UNIT 1100,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP •k PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,51 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION ' 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

4.5 CONTINUOUS REMOTE HELP 

command: continuous remote help 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1100 is typically used. Whenever 

the number of display time is requested, this help 
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information (enable PCU commands) is displayed according to 

that amount. 

CALL COMMAND DONE HELP SSTAT STATUS 

4.6 ENABLE PCU 

PCU commands to be enable for remote PCU are 

displayed. 

4.6.1 ENABLE PCU (with only a calling address) , 

command: enable pcu(llOO) 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1100' is typically used. The 

following commands can be modified to the ENABLE PCU 

commands because they are already set in the program as 

parameters. 

remote ENABLE CHANSP 

remote ENABLE ENABLE 

remote ENABLE DISABLE 

remote ENABLE GROUP 

remote ENABLE IDLE 

remote ENABLE MAXSESSION 

remote ENABLE PCALL 

remote ENABLE PRIVILEGE 

remote ENABLE PUNIT 

remote ENABLE REMOTE 

remote ENABLE TIMEOUT 

remote ENABLE UNIT 
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4.6.2 ENABLE PCU (with a calling address and PCU commands) 

command: enable pcu(1100,pcall,expand) 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1100' is typically used. The 

following PCU commands (pcall,expand) to be enabled because 

they are set ENABLE PCU commands by user. 

remote ENABLE PCALL 

remote ENABLE EXPAND 

4.7 DISABLE PCU 

PCU commands to be disable for remote PCU are 

displayed. 

4.7.1 DISABLE PCU (with only a calling address) 

command: disable pcu(1200) 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1200' is typically used. The 

following commands can be modified to the DISABLE PCU 

commands because they are already set in the program as 

parameters; 

remote DISABLE CHANSP 

remote DISABLE ENABLE 

remote DISABLE DISABLE 

remote DISABLE GROUP 

remote DISABLE IDLE 

remote DISABLE MAXSESSION 

remote DISABLE PCALL 

remote DISABLE PRIVILEGE 
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remote DISABLE PUNIT 

remote DISABLE REMOTE 

remote DISABLE TIMEOUT 

remote DISABLE UNIT 

4.7.2 DISABLE PCU (with a calling address and PCU commands) 

command: disable pcu(1200,idle,punit,remote) 

Remote PCU whose ID is '1200' is typically used. The 

following PCU commands (idle,punit,remote) to be enabled 

because they are set DISABLE PCU commands by user. 

remote DISABLE IDLE 

remote DISABLE PUNIT 

remote DISABLE REMOTE 

4.8 DISPLAY PARA 

command: dispaly para 

Parameters which can be modified to enable or 

disable PCU commands are displayed like those of: 

U of A CERL PCU_COM Manager - Version 1.0 

Current Time: Displaying Current Time 

Unit: E220,l Location: 12,104 Baud: 9600 

*** PCU_COM Manager Command is set to 1B,7F 

Display Remote Status: YES 

Channel to Search: 12 

Active Disable/Enable Commands: 

CHANSP, DISABLE, ENABLE, GROUP, IDLE, MAXSESSION, 
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PCALL, PRIVILEGE, UNIT, REMOTE, TIMEOUT, UNIT, 

4.9 SET ACTIVE PCU COMMAND 

command: set active pcu command(@) 

Active PCU commands which can be modified to permit or 

inhibit are displayed like those of: 

AUTOBAUD, BAUD, CALL, CHANSP, COMMAND, DSD, DSR, DTR, 

DISABLE, ECHO, ENABLE, EOM, EXPAND, FLOW, GROUP, IDLE, 

LISTEN, LOCATION, MAXSESSION, NEWLINE, PARITY, PCALL, 

PRIVILEGE, PUNIT, QUIET, REMOTE, STOP, SUSPEND, SWITCH, 

TIMEOUT, UNIT, XOFF, XON, 

4.10 PCU LIST 

command: pcu list 

Individual PCU's information is displayed according to the 

unit ID. 

*** UNIT ID: 1100 

*** LOCATION: GEOL 324H 

*** DEVICE EQUIPMENT: VAX 11/750 

*** LOCATION MODEL: 20/220 

*** SERIAL NUMBER: 8435-20837 

*** U OF A NUMBER: 188706 

*** PRINCIPAL USER: NELSON 

*** PHONE: 1-5864 
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4.11 SETUP PCU 

command: setup pcu(LOCAL,baud 1200) or 

setup pcu(REMOTE,baud 1200, 1100) 

One of PCU's attributes is resetup. All fields of 

attributes can be resetup by this command. For this 

example, Remote PCU whose ID is '1100' and the resetup 

command is 'baud 1200'. 

Calling Unit is 1100 

BAUD 1200 

4.12 CHECK VALID PCU 

The valid connection states of PCUs are checked. 

4.12.1 CHECK VALID PCU (without any arguments) 

command: check valid pcu 

The PCUs1 connection states are checked between the starting 

address is '10FE' and the ending address is '1101'. 

The call of 10FE is not completed.' 

The call of 10FF is not completed. 

The call of 1100 is completed. 

The call of 1101 is completed. 

4.12.2 CHECK VALID PCU (with one argument "status") 

command: check valid pcu(status) 

The PCU's starting address is '10FE' and the ending address 

is '1101'. If a PCU is called, PCU's status information is 
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displayed. Otherwise, the called state message is 

informed. 

The call of 10FE is not completed. 

The call of 10FF is not completed. 

The call of 1100 is completed. 

LOCALNET 20/100 2B01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 3 

UNIT 1100,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP * PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,51 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

The call of 1101 is completed. 

LOCALNET 20/100 2B01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 3 

UNIT 1101,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP * PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 
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LOCATION 12,51 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,l* ACTIVE 

4.12.3 CHECK VALID PCU (with two arguments which are the 

starting and ending calling 

addresses.) 

command: check valid pcu(1100,1104) 

The PCUs1 connection states are checked between the starting 

address is '1100' and the ending address is '1104'. 

The call of 1100 is completed. 

The call of 1101 is completed. 

The call of 1102 is completed. 

The call of 1103 is completed. 

The call of 1104 is completed. 

4.12.4 CHECK VALID PCU (with three argument which are 

the starting and the ending 
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calling addresses, and the 

"status".) 

command: check valid pcu(1200,1203,status) 

The PCU's starting address is '1200' and the ending address 

is '1203'. If the PCU is called, the status information is 

displayed. Otherwise, the connection state message is 

informed. 

The call of 1200 is completed. 

LOCALNET 20/222 0A01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 0 

UNIT 1200,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP A PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,37 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 91 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 93 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

The call of 1201 is completed. 
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LOCALNET 20/222 0A01 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 0 

UNIT 1201,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP A PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 Er'M CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,37 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE OD 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 91 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 93 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

The call of 1202 is completed. 

LOCALNET 20/222 1601 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 2 

UNIT 1202,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP * PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,39 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 91 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 93 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 
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PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

The call of 1203 is completed. 

LOCALNET 20/222 1401 0000 16 V2.2.5+ 3 

UNIT 1203,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP •k PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,40 AUTOBAUD ON NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND NONE DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 91 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 93 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 30 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - 1 

1) e220,1* ACTIVE 

4.13 STOP 

command: stop 

The application program is terminated and MS-DOS prompt will 

be given. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this thesis project, the design, the testing 

process, the performance, and the management of the NMP were 

studied. It has been proved that the NMP on the Sytek 

LocalNet 20 runs pretty well without causing any 

interference among the PCUs. 

5.1 Current Constraints 

Constraints on the design and implementation of the 

NMP are imposed by the Sytek system. The NMP should be 

operated on a PC which is connected to the Sytek cable 

through a PCU. A dedicated line (Sytek cable) must be used 

for the connecting of all PCUs whose attributes are required 

to change before the NMP is worked. Two fields of the 

attributes, which are "PRIVILEGE" and "QUIET", should be 

checked. 

The "PRIVILEGE" should be "ON" for controlling other 

commands of the attribute. In order to send PCU commands 

from the local side, the "PRIVILEGE" should be "ON" on the 

local unit. To interact with the PCU command from the local 

side, the "PRIVILEGE" should be "ON" on the remote unit in 

the same manner as that of the local unit. After having 
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modified some commands of the attribute, the "PRIVILEGE" is 

changed from "ON" to "OFF" for the future. But, for 

operating the NMP, the "PRIVILEGE" of the local unit should 

be "ON". To see that all responses are echoed on the 

screen, the "QUIET" must be "OFF", otherwise (the case for 

"ON") the responses are disabled. 

There are not any problems to execute all commands 

through the NMP on a PC. But the check valid PCU command 

with the starting and ending PCU addresses (from '0000' to 

1FFFF1) has a problem to run, because the PC has limited 

disk spaces. In order to store PCU addresses in a file, 

around 65K bytes are needed as allowed disk spaces. 

Furthermore, about 65 x 10^ K bytes are needed to store PCU 

addresses and each PCU's status information in the file. If 

the PC disk spaces are full, the application program of the 

NMP can not be executed. Also, the MS-DOS is not 

interactived with the NMP any more. So the program is just 

stopped. 

For the PC, AT&T 6300 is used. The Green Leaf 

Library function in "C" is used for the communication. For 

the whole project, the "C" language is used for the program 

coding. 

5.2 Future Work 

This NMP is functional on the Sytek LocalNet 20 now, 

but some of the commands, which are pcu status, pcu help, 
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continuous remote status or help, display para, check valid 

pcu, and stop, are worked on the Sytek System 2000. With 

regard to the .current implementation, the following 

improvements are recommended: 

1. User Interface 

2. Managing data base for monitoring PCU attributes 

3. Setting up parameters for new PCUs 

The current User Interface program is simple in 

checking PCU command which are typed by a user from the 

terminal. There are four different kinds of systems (Sytek 

LocalNet 20, Sytek System 2000, Sytek System 6000, and CDSs 

Token/Net) on the same Sytek cable in the U of A campus 

area. If the NMP was available for all systems, more 

options (selecting system) would be needed in the menu. The 

efficiency of commands would be greater if the NMP could 

notice and declare the error of the individual components of 

a command than to simply state that a certain command is in 

error. Function keys or mouses or voice recognition will be 

nice to use as inputs for the future. 

Sometimes, some fields of the PCU's attributes might 

change themselves or might be changed by somebody. The data 

base has all attributes of the PCUs. When a calling is 

completed, every attribute should be compared with it in the 

data base. If a field is the same, the next one is checked. 

Otherwise, the right field of the attribute is replaced on 
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the called unit. This function will continue to the final 

valid PCU within the range of a calling unit ID ('0000' to 

'FFFF'). 

If a new PCU is attached on a system, all fields of 

the attributes should be set up to match the system 

requirements. If we stroke just a few keys to set up the 

parameters (fields) for the new PCU, it would be convenient 

to manage them. 
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APPENDIX A 

SYTEK LOCALNET 20 PCU ATTRIBUTES 

UNIT 2023,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

GROUP A PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LOCATION 12,0 AUTOBAUD OFF NEWLINE 0D 

COMMAND IB, 7F DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

LISTEN ON DSR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

PRIVILEGE ON DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

MAXSESSION 1 ECHO OFF FLOW XON 

PCALL OFF QUIET OFF TIMEOUT 0 

PUNIT 0000,0 

SESSIONS - NONE 

*** This STATUS display example is just for the typical PCU 

whose ID is 2023,0. 

*** Each field of attributes might be different among 

PCUs. 
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APPENDIX B 

SYTEK LOCALNET 20 PCU COMMANDS 

AUTOBAUD 

CHANSP 

DISABLE 

DTR 

EOM 

GROUP 

INTERRUPT 

MAXSESSION 

PCALL 

QUIET 

STATUS 

SWITCH 

XOFF 

BAUD 

COMMAND 

DONE 

ECHO 

EXPAND 

HELP 

LISTEN 

NEWLINE 

PRIVILEGE 

REMOTE 

STOPS 

TIMEOUT 

XON 

CALL 

DCD 

DSR 

ENABLE 

FLOW 

IDLE 

LOCATION 

PARITY 

PUNIT 

SSTAT 

SUSPEND 

UNIT 
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APPENDIX C 

SYTEK LOCALNET 20 PCU RESPONSE MESSAGES OF COMMAND 

CALL COMPLETED TO XXXX YY - In response to a call command, 

the PCU has completed a session initiation to LocalNet 

PCU with an address whose numbers are represented here 

by XXXX YY. When the call is to a member of a rotary, 

the first member of the rotary. 

CABLE JAMMED - One of the PCU self tests attempted to 

transmit a signal, but was unable to access the network. 

This could indicate an internal PCU problem, or a 

network that is busy. Try heavily used , to eliminate 

one possible cause of failure. 

CARRIER LOOPNK FAILURE - One of the PCU self tests 

transmitted a carrier signal onto the cable, but did not 

receive the proper response at its receiver after the 

signal traversed the network. 

CHECKSUM ERROR. CALCULATED CHECKSUM = XX - A data 

inconsistency is detected by the EPROM checksum self 

test. 

CONNECTION CLOSED BY XXXX - A connection between two PCUs 

was closed by the remote unit. XXXX gives the remote 

address. 
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DATA LOOPBK FAILURE - One of the PCUs self tests transmitted 

data onto che cable, but did not receive the proper 

response at its receiver after the signal traversed the 

network. 

MEMORY ERROR AT XXXX YY - One of the PCUs self tests has 

detected an error in the PCU's memory at location XXXX. 

The bits in error are set to one so they are designated 

as YY. 

NO SESSION(S) - This message appears in response to any of 

several commands given to the PCU when no session is 

active at the port. The commands are: done, interrupt, 

remote, suspend, switch. 

NO REMOTE SESSIONS AVAILABLE - This message appears when no 

sessions are available on the remote unit. 

NO RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON REMOTE - This message results when 

the remote device lacks a server, that is, a high-level 

process necessary to complete the connection. 

NO RESPONSE AVAILABLE ON LOCAL PORT - All available sessions 

on the local port are already in use. 

NO SESSIONS AVAILABLE ON LOCAL UNIT - All available sessions 

on the local unit are already in use. 

PARAMETER ERROR - The parameter error message can occur in 
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connection with many different commands. These commands 

are listed alphabetically below. This message generally 

means that the PCU has been requested to do something it 

can not do, or that it has met a typographical error. 

Baud - The baud rate specified is not available on the 

PCU. 

Call - The parameter used by the call command is not 

recognized by the PCU. 

Chansp - The parameter used with the chansp command is 

not recognized by the PCU. 

Command - The parameter used with the command command is 

not recognized by the PCU. 

Done - The parameter used with the done command used the 

number of session which is not open to this port. 

Enable - A PCU not recognized for DSR may not enable the 

DSR command unless PRIVILEGE is on. See COMMAND NOT 

IMPLEMENTED ON UNIT. 

End of Message - The parameter entered with the EOM 

command is not recognized by the PCU. 

Flow - The parameter entered with the flow command is 

not one of those recognized by the PCU:EIA,XON, or 

none. 

Location - The parameter entered with the location 

command is out of the range accepted by the PCU. 

Maxsession - The parameter entered with the rnaxsession 
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command is greater than the number of available PCU 

sessions. 

Newline - The parameter entered with the newline command 

is out of the range recognized by the PCU. 

Parity - The parity value entered is not one of those 

recognized by the PCU - odd, even, or none. 

Privilege - The parameter entered with the privilege 

command is out of the range recognized by the PCU. 

Stops - The parameter entered with the stops command is 

not within the range recognized by the PCU:1, 1.5, 

or 2. 

Suspend - The session number entered with the suspend 

command does not belong to any current session. 

Switch - The parameter entered with the switch command 

does not belong to any current session. 

Timeout - The parameter entered with the switch command 

is not within the' range recognized by the PCU: 0-30 

minutes. 

Unit - The unitid entered with the unit command is out 

of the range for that PCU. 

OPENFAILURE-CAUSE UNKNOWN ON REMOTE - The local unit has 

received an unknown result code. 

RECEIVED UNEXPECTED OPEN ACK - The remote unit acknowledged 

a request to open a session, but the request has not 
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come from the local unit. 

SESSION XX ABORTED TO YYYY - An abnormal condition caused 

the closure of a PCU-to-PCU connection. XX indicates 

the number of the aborted session; YYYY indicates the 

address. 

SESSION XX CLOSED TO YYYY - A normal close was entered by 

the local or remote PCU. XX indicates the session; 

YYYY indicates the address. 

STATUS - This information results from entering the status 

command. It shows the current attribute values of the 

PCU port and the status of established sessions 

connected to the port. 

SSTAT - This information results from entering the short 

status (sstat) command. It shows the PCUs unitid, 

portid, and a list of established sessions for the port. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION-NO REMOTE SESSIONS AVAILABLE - No 

sessions are available on the remote unit; it is 

conducting all the sessions it can. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION-NO RESPONSE FROM UNIT - The called 

unit does not respond, perhaps because it is out of 

service. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION-OPEN TIMER EXPIRED - The calling PCU 
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has requested a session be opened and after waiting a 

predetermined length of time, a session has not been 

completely established. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION-REMOTE PORT(S) BUSY - The call 

request has specified a port which can not accept the 

call. In addition, no rotary ports are available. 

UNKNOWN COMMAND - One cause for this message may be that the 

command entered has been disabled on the PCU. 
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APPENDIX D 

SYTEK SYSTEM 2000 PCU ATTRIBUTES 

UNIT E503,0 BAUD 9600 IDLE 5 

CHANL RANGE 6-25 PARITY NONE EOM COUNT 0 

CHANSP 300 STOPS 1 EOM CHARACTER NONE 

LAP ADDRESS 235 AUTOBAUD OFF NEWLINE OD 

CURRENT CHANL 12 DCD CONTROL OFF EXPAND NONE 

HOME CHANL 12 DCR CONTROL OFF XON 11 

COMMAND IB, 7F DTR CONTROL OFF XOFF 13 

LISTEN ON DMODE F,P FLOW XON 

PRIVILEGE ON ECHO OFF TIMEOUT 0 

MAXSESSION 1 QUIET OFF 

PCALL OFF PASSWORD OFF 

PENTRY 

SESSIONS - NONE 

*** This STATUS display example is just for the typical PCU 

whose ID is E503,0. 

*** Each field of the attributes might be different among 

PCUs. 
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APPENDIX E 

SYTEK SYSTEM 2000 PCU COMMANDS 

AUTOBAUD 

CALL 

CWAVE 

DISABLE 

DSR 

ENABLE 

FLOW 

IMAGE 

LISTEN 

NEWLINE 

•PCALL 

QCALL 

RESET 

SSTAT 

SUSPEND 

UNIT 

BAUD 

CHANNEL 

DCD 

DMODE 

DTR 

EOM 

HELP 

INTERRUPT 

LOGOFF 

PARITY 

PENTRY 

QUIET 

RMDIRECT 

STATUS 

SWITCH 

XOFF 

BOOTCHAN 

COMMAND 

DIRECT 

DONE 

ECHO 

EXPAND 

IDLE 

LAP 

MAXSESSION 

PASSWORD 

PRIVILEGE 

REMOTE 

SHOWDIRECT 

STOPS 

TIMEOUT 

XON 
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APPENDIX F 

SYTEK SYSTEM 2000 PCU RESPONSE MESSAGES OF COMMAND 

AN MPCU PCP CAN NOT SET DMODE TO AGILE - An AIC card in an 

MPCU tried to set Dmode to agile (modem tunable) mode. 

BEGINNING LOAD SEQUENCE - The bootstrap is starting the 

download sequence by first running a series of self-

tests on the unit. 

CALL COMPLETED TO <unitid,port> - In response to a call 

command, the PCU has completed a session to the PCU with 

an address represented by <unitid,port>. 

CAN NOT LOGOFF - CONNECTION CURRENTLY EXISTS ON DEVICE - The 

user attempted to logoff of the port while a session(s) 

was active. 

**** CARRIER LOOPBK ERR **** - The bootstrap program was 

unable to detect carrier on from the cable during its 

initial modem test. 

CHANNEL RANGE ERROR - The channel number entered was outside 

the supported channel range. 

**** CHNL BUSY ERR **** - The bootstrap was unable to 

successfully transmit because it repeatedly collided 

with other packets or found the channel busy. 
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COMMAND IS NOT REMOTELY EXECUTABLE - The user attempted to 

execute the logoff, remote, or reset command using the 

remote command format. 

COMMAND NOT IMPLEMENTED ON UNIT - This command can not be 

executed from a non-privileged PCU. 

or 

A non slot 0 AIC card tried to change the channel number 

via the channel command in an MPCU. 

CONNECTION CURRENTLY EXISTS ON UNIT - A connection is 

already established and an attempt was made (by a non-

remote privileged user) to change the unit number, link 

address, or home channel. 

**** DATA LOOPBK ERR **** - During its initial modem test, 

the bootstrap was unable to receive the flags that it 

was trying to transmit. 

DIRECTORY ENTRY LIMIT EXCEEDED : ONLY FIRST FIVE SAVED -

More than five directory addresses were specified. The 

first five were saved in the device's directory table. 

DIRECTORY FULL - The directory table was full an you 

attempted to add another entry. 

DIRECTORY NAME ALREADY DEFINED - The entered dirECT name 

already exists. 
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**** FAILED **** - The AIC card failed to download its 

program image. 

ILLEGAL DIRECTORY ENTRY NAME SPECIFIED - Non-alphanumeric 

characters were entered for the dirECT name, or more 

than eight characters were entered for a directory, 

rmdirect, or pentry name, or a dirECT name fully or 

partially matches a legal PCU command. 

**** IMAGE CHKSUM ERR **** - The download image had a 

checksum error. 

IMAGE ID RANGE ERROR - The image identifier entry is out of 

the legal selection range (0:FFFF hex). 

INVALID NUMBER OF NAME CHARACTERS - Less than 5 or more than 

10 characters were entered at the New Password:, Repeat 

Password:, or Old Password prompt. 

INVALID TIMEOUT - Response to an enable password command was 

greater than 90 minutes. 

LAP ADDRESS RANGE ERROR - An address outside the accepted 

range, (0:249) was entered. 

LOAD COMPLETE - The AIC card has successfully download its 

program image from the network downloader. 

MAXIMUM REMOTE COMMAND SIZE EXCEEDED - The number of 
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characters input during a remote command execution 

exceeded the 64 character data packet size. 

NEW PASSWORD MISMATCH - The New Password entry and Repeat 

New Password entry did not match. 

**** NO CTS FRM MODEM **** - The bootstrap, after asserting 

RTS (Request To Send) to modem did not receive CTS 

(Clear To Send) from the modem within the expected time. 

NO ENTRIES - The shOWDIRECT command was executed with no 

entries in the directory table. 

NO RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON REMOTE - A call requested a remote 

unit lacking the resources to complete the call; there 

may be no free table entry one of several levels of 

protocol. 

NO SERVER ON REMOTE - A call requested a remote unit lacking 

in servers; that is, high-level processes for handling 

the call. 

NO SESSION(S) - This message appers in response to any of 

several commands when no session(s) were active on the 

port. The commands are: done, interrupt, remote, 

suspend, and switch. 

NO SESSIONS AVAILABLE ON THE LOCAL PORT - All sessions are 

in use on the local (calling) port or an outstanding 
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call is pending on this port. Only one call may be 

attempted from a port at any one time. 

NO SESSIONS AVAILABLE ON LOCAL UNIT - All sessions are in 

use on the local unit. 

OLD PASSWORD MISMATCH - The password entered at the Old 

Password: prompt did not match the device's current 

password. 

OPEN FAILURE, CAUSE UNKNOWN ON REMOTE - The PCU received an 

unknown result code to a call request. 

PARAMETER ERROR - The parameter error message can occur in 

connection with many different commands. This message 

means that the PCU has been requested to do something it 

can not do; frequently caused by a typographical error. 

PASSWORD FAILURE NOT ACTIVE - User attempted to logoff the 

port while the password function was inactive, or 

attempted to change the password timeout value. 

PENTRY NAME DOES NOT EXIST IN THE DIRECTORY TABLE - Pentry 

name was entered that did not match a directory table 

name. 

PORT RANGE ERROR - The port number entered in the qcall, 

call or direct command is outside the range of 0:249. 

RESET TYPE RANGE ERROR - The entry for the reset type field 
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is outside the range of 1:3. 

**** RAM READ/WRITE ERR **** - An error occurred during the 

bootstrap RAM test. One or more memory locations failed. 

ROTARY RANGE ERROR - The rotary size entered in the qcall, 

call, or direct command was outside the hexadecimal 

range of 1:80. 

**** ROM CHKSUM ERR **** - The ROM bootstrap code has a non

zero checksum. 

SCANNING - The bootstrap being a scan of supported channels 

is attempted to locate a loader. The initial attempt to 

load the PCU from the default boot channel failed.-

SESSION <X> ABORTED TO <UNITID> - The remote unit failed to 

respond within a specified time. 

where: X = session number 

SYTEK SYSTEM 2000 BOOT x.x - Initial power-on or reset 

loading message. 

TRIPLE RESET-UNABLE TO TUNE BUSY MODEM TO DEFAULT CAHNNEL # 

- The slot 0 AIC card was triple reset while a session 

existed on another AIC card in the MPCU. The MPCU 

remains on its current channel. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - NO REMOTE SESSIONS AVAILABLE - All 
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sessions are in use on the remotely called unit. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - NO RESPONSE FROM UNIT- The called 

unit did not respond. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - OPEN SESSION TIMER EXPIRED - The 

calling PCU requested a session to be opened and after 

waiting a predetermined length of time, a session has 

been completely established. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - POSSIBLE CONFLICT - This is a 

default error message. If the modem has been tuned off 

of the home channel by the other port and a call is 

initiated requesting a channel other than the current 

channel, this message will be outputed to alert the user 

that the call was not completed. Non slot 0 AIC cards 

will not output this message because they have no. way of 

knowing what the home channel number is. 

UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - REMOTE PORT(S) bUSY - A call, quiet 

call, or directory call to a port specification greater 

than 1 for a PCU or greater than 7 for a TMux was made. 

Or the call specified a particular port and the port can 

not accept the request, or a rotary request is made but 

no rotary ports are available. 

UNABLE TO TUNE MODEM, CURRENTLY IN USE - An attempt was made 
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to tune the modem while it was in use. 

UNABLE TO TUNE MODEM, MODEM DOES NOT RESPOND - An attempt to 

tune the modem failed. The modem is inoperable. 

UNIT ID ERROR - The unitid value for the qcall, call, or 

direct command was outside the hexadecimal range of 

0:FFFF. 

Or, the end unitid is smaller than the start unitid in 

the reset command. 

Or, the special * broadcast unitid is specified in the 

remote reset format along with either the start unitid 

or end unitid. 

UNKNOWN COMMAND OR DIRECTORY NAME - User entered a name not 

in the directory table or command table while in command 

mode. Or, the user attempted to execute a disable 

command. 

UNKNOWN DIRECTORY NAME - User attempted to remove a name not 

in the directory table. 

VERSION NUMBER RANGE ERROR - The version number parameter 

(of the image command) entry is out of the legal range 

(0:FF hex). 



APPENDIX G 

PCU STATUS DATA STRUCTURE 

#define LENGTH 5 
#define MAXLENGTH 10 

struct check_session { 
char state[LENGTH]; 
char num; 

}; 

struct session { 
char id[LENGTH]; 
char port; 

}; 

struct pcu_menu { 
•char unit[MAXLENGTH]; 
char baud[MAXLENGTH]; 
char idle[LENGTH]; 
char group; 
char parity[LENGTH]; 
char eom_counter[LENGTH]; 
char chansp[LENGTH]; 
char stops[LENGTH]; 
char eom_character[MAXLENGTH]; 
char location[MAXLENGTH]; 
char channel[LENGTH]; 
char autobaud[LENGTH]; 
char newline[LENGTH]; 
cha r command[MAXLENGTH]; 
char dcd_control[LENGTH]; 
cha r expand[LENGTH]; 
char listen[LENGTH]; 
char dsr_control[LENGTH]; 
char xon[LENGTH]; 
char privilege[LENGTH]; 
char dtr_control[LENGTH]; 
char xoff[LENGTH]; 
char maxsession; 
cha r echo[LENGTH]; 
char flow[MAXLENGTH]; 
char pcall[LENGTH]; 



char quiet[LENGTH]; 
char timeout[LENGTH]; 
char punit[MAXLENGTH]; 
char kdc[LENGTH]; 
struct check_session session_field 
struct session rmt_session[LENGTH] 
p_status; 
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APPENDIX H 

PROGRAM COMMAND ERROR MESSAGES 

*** PCU IS NOT AVAILABLE THROUGH SERIAL PORT - The PCU is 

not attached to the local PC. 

*** NMP CAN NOT BE WORKED WITH INSUFFICIENTLY PRIVILEGE -

The "PRIVILEGE" is "OFF" of the local unit. 

*** PCU COMMAND PARAMETERS ARE NOT SET TO BREAK OR 1B,7F -

The PCU command parameters are not set to BREAK or 

IB,7F. PCU command parameters should be set to 

BREAK or 1B,7F before the NMP is worked effectively. 

*** THIS IS NOT A VALID COMMAND - The PCU command is not 

matched to the program PCU command. 

*** CALL NOT COMPLETED - The unit does not response: 

1). The unit port is full. 

2). The call number is out of range. 

*** THERE IS NOT REMOTE CALLING NUMBER - The remote calling 

number is needed for calling remote unit. 

*** COMMAND IS NOT ACTIVE ENABLE/DISABLE COMMAND - The 

command is not defined to active PCU command. 
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*** THERE IS NOT A CALLING NUMBER - For any PCU, a 

calling number is necessary. 

*** THERE IS NOT A VALID SUBSET - The argument is not valid. 

*** SHORT OF STORAGE - The table is full. 

*** THIS UNIT IS NOT INITIATED - This unit is not defined in 

the data base. 

*** THERE IS NO CALLING UNIT NUMBER - The calling unit 

number is necessary to access the data base. 

*** THESE ARE NOT VALID PARAMETERS - The order of the 

arguments are not valid when the command has 

multiple arguments. 

*** THERE ARE NOT PASSED COMMANDS - There are only commands 

when the command needs arguments. 

*** THIS IS UNKNOWN COMMAND - The command is not interactive 

with PCU command. 

*** THERE IS A PARAMETER ERROR - The command does not have 

right arguments. 


